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The Primary Urban Center Development Plan (PUC DP) presents a 
vision and a clear set of planning policies, guidelines, and implementation 
actions for the future of Oahu’s most diverse and urbanized region.

The PUC extends across 19 
neighborhood board areas from Kahala 

to Pearl City, across the valleys and 
coastline plains of Oahu’s southern 

coastline.

The DP is required by City Charter to begin 
the update process every 5 years and is  

adopted by City Council Ordinance.

The DP plays an 
important role in 

regulating land use and 
growth at the regional 
level. Its policies and 

maps form the foundation 
for future projects and 

development.

The implementation 
program identifies 

responsibilities, 
timeframes, and 
potential funding 

sources for achieving 
the long-term goals and 

vision of the DP.

The DP communicates community priorities 
and values through the vision & guiding 
principles and policies found throughout 

the plan. Robust community input is key to 
the success of the DP update process.

The DP sets priorities for major 
infrastructure improvements at a regional 

level. 



WHAT GUIDES US?

PRIMARY URBAN CENTER DEVELOPMENT PLAN

Support the PUC’s unique, vibrant, and distinct neighborhoods. Create new and enhance 
existing neighborhoods with an appropriate mix of housing, well-maintained parks, and 
community meeting places. Create greater access to the retail, services, schools, and 
employment that support residents’ daily life. Encourage compatible architecture in historic 
areas and enhance neighborhood character throughout the PUC. 

Plan for and invest in functional, resilient, and well-maintained infrastructure.  Coordinate 
infrastructure investments and new growth. Look for opportunities to “dig once” when 
replacing aging infrastructure and upgrading streets.

Make decisions and take measurable actions to reduce carbon emissions, promote green 
building and landscaping practices, retain stormwater on site, increase the urban tree 
canopy, reduce the urban heat island effect, protect and expand natural areas, and address 
sea level rise and climate change. Focus higher-density development in appropriate areas: 
transit-oriented districts near rail or high-frequency bus service, along walkable mixed-use 
corridors, and in other centers of activity and commerce.

Maintain and create quality parks, open spaces and natural areas.  In highly urban areas, 
provide trees, pocket parks, and linear parks, community gardens. Encourage community 
involvement and creative design for public and recreation space in new development. 
Recognize and advance the ecological value of parks as serving multiple functions such as 
migratory habitat and stormwater sequestration.

Bolster inter-governmental collaboration and partnerships between City & County of 
Honolulu departments and with State agencies to solve cross-cutting challenges such as 
housing affordability, mobility, sea level rise and climate change adaptation, and economic 
development.

Champion policies that result in safe, healthy, and affordable housing options. Actively seek 
to expand the diversity of housing choices in the PUC to relieve housing shortfalls and meet 
the needs of residents. Continue to expand efforts and programs to address the causes of 
homelessness. 

EnhancE complEtE nEighborhoods

incrEasE agEncy coordination

providE high-Quality parks and outdoor spacEs  

Focus on sound inFrastructurE

crEatE housing solutions

grow sustainability practicEs
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The PUC DP Guiding Principles
The vision for the future of the Primary Urban Center is defined and expressed through a series of guiding principles. These 
connect the overarching vision with the Development Plan’s policies, programs, and standards, which in turn make it real. 
The principles also establish a reference point for the public, stakeholders, and decision-makers as projects are reviewed. 
The roots of the vision come from recent community engagement, past plans, and other public outreach.



WHAT GUIDES US?

PRIMARY URBAN CENTER DEVELOPMENT PLAN

Retain sufficient industrial land and office uses to support and expand economic activity in 
the PUC, especially near the airport, harbor, and downtown business districts. Encourage 
and attract emerging industries through allowing for increased mixed-uses, co-working 
environments, and flexible spaces. Promote the PUC’s vital role for commercial, industrial, 
transportation, and government functions, and as the Pacific’s leading business and travel 
destination.

Improve the quality and safety of the pedestrian environment and continue to expand safe 
facilities for bicyclists. Acknowledge and plan for evolving mobility choices, including shared 
systems and autonomous vehicles. Continue to provide world class transit service through 
TheBus, TheHandi-Van, and planned rail service. Maintain a balanced freight network.

Plan for and adapt to sea level rise and the root causes of climate change in accordance 
with guidance from the City’s Climate Commission and the best available science, and 
work cooperatively to consider all available options. Put in place a Climate Adaptation 
Strategy that outlines capital improvements, infrastructure assessments, development 
regulations, and other measures needed to address the long term effects of climate change 
and sea level rise.

Recognize Native Hawaiian culture and knowledge and also celebrate the rich cultural 
diversity of the PUC. Recognize and build upon the unique history, landmarks, and natural 
environment of the Primary Urban Center. 

Recognize the gifts of the ‘aina as finite and worthy of protection and restoration, including 
natural resources, habitat, streams, beaches, and mountain watersheds that lead to the 
ocean. Protect important views to provide a respite and connection to nature. Protect drinking 
water, ocean resources, and conservation lands.

Support strategies from the City’s Age Friendly Honolulu plan to provide abundant services 
and safe gathering places that serve all ages. Encourage new development to pursue 
‘universal design’ principles for all age groups and users. Create policies and guidelines to 
support public health and to invest in neighborhoods equitably. Foster a sense of community 
and care for our neighbors.

Expand Economic divErsity7

EnhancE multi-modal transportation9

prEparE For sEa lEvEl risE and climatE changE10

rEspEct our history and culturE and EmbracE our divErsity11

mālama honua - support rEsourcE consErvation12

crEatE a hEalthy, ‘agE-FriEndly’ puc For kūpuna to kEiki8

The PUC DP Guiding Principles



WHAT HAVE WE HEARD?

At a visioning workshop held in fall 2018, PUC residents were asked to use various stickers to show where and what 
type of new development was appropriate across the Primary Urban Center. The following is the results: 

Future Growth Mapping Exercise

Homelessness

Very concerned Somewhat concerned Not at all concerned

Quality of housing

Cost of housing

Preparing for sea level 
rise + climate change

Poor and aging 
infrastructure

Inadequate job 
opportunities/low pay

Traffic congestion

Excessive growth and
development/overcrowding

How concerned are you about the following challenges facing the PUC? 

Top Issues

77%

50%

77%

43%

77%

49%

65%

54%

19%

40%

19%

39%

21%

39%

31%

33%

5%

9%

4%

18%

2%

13%

5%

13%

How strongly do you support each of the following strategies to 
address the impacts of sea level rise?

Potential Sea Level Rise Strategies

Immediately restrict new 
development in the 
SLR Exposure Area 

Allow development, but require
higher ground-floors and/or

raised roads for new buildings

Build sea walls to protect property 
against sea level rise and flooding, 

even if it causes beach erosion

Do nothing
(climate change is not happening)

Strongly support Somewhat support Somewhat oppose Strongly oppose

7%

7%

14%

24%

16%

12%

18%

43%

22%

29%

29%

18%

54%

Encourage coastal property owners
to retreat to higher ground through

City programs and incentives
20% 27% 18% 35%

52%

Gradually restrict new 
development in the 
SLR Exposure Area 

17% 27% 27% 29%

40%

15%

PRIMARY URBAN CENTER DEVELOPMENT PLAN

Summary of Public Input Received So Far

GROWTH + HOUSING TRANSPORTATION SOCIALINFRASTRUCTURE ENVIRONMENT
Better regulation of TVU/TVRs 
(short-term rentals)

Strong support for affordable 
housing, especially rental

Displeasure at the proliferation 
of ‘monster homes’

Proposal to allow ohana units 
on agriculturally-zoned land

Allowing more housing on 
existing properties (ie. tiny 
homes or ADUs)

Preserving neighborhood 
character of Kaimuki+ Manoa

Improving sidewalks and 
halting removal of sidewalks.

Increasing pedestrian safety

Adding bike lanes on key 
major streets or corridors.

More frequent bus service in 
residential areas.

Improving signal timing or 
traffic light synchronization.

Worsening traffic congestion

Taking rail all the way to UH.

Support for Complete Streets

Support for undergrounding 
more utilities

Concern about adequate 
freshwater supply

Concern about old age of 
most infrastructure 

Need for more regular 
repair/maintenance. 

Displeasure at potholes and 
poor road conditions.

Bathrooms in Downtown

Serious concerng about 
growing homelessness 

Too much crime/drugs

Desire for healthier food and 
better healthcare 

Support for aging-in-place

Greater enforcement of 
existing laws

Continue to engage the public 
in outreach efforts

Serious concern about sea 
level rise - more education 
needed

Equity/environmental justice 
relating to climate change

Providing greater open space 
and parks in urban settings

Less waste/less use of plastic

Balancing preservation while 
still supporting trail usage 

Taking care of our streams

Key Comments We Have Heard 

“ “ “ “ “

“ “ “
““

In 2018, the City & County of Honolulu conducted a statistically valid survey of PUC residents to assess opinions related to 
housing, growth, economic development, parks, infrastructure, conservation, sea level rise, and other critical topics. Over 
1,200 residents participated by mail or at one of the dozen pop-up events held all across the project area.


